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Abstract— Development of secured and trusted distributed systems is a critical research issues. This paper is a contribution towards the 

summerization of work carried out in this field as well as identifies new research lines. Several approaches about security aspects in 

distributed systems have been discussed, like authentication based approaches, development of trust based models, access control based 

approaches, etc. A summarization of these issues is given in conclusion section. Apart from this, many research lines about secure 

distributed systems are discussed. 

Index Terms—Distributed System Security, authentication, cryptography, quorum, mobile agent, trust based models, access control.      

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

he security techniques in distributed systems [1, 2, 44] are 
the important issues. Several elements of distributed sys-
tem security are identified, like authentication, authoriza-

tion, encryption and system protection. In initial days , the 
security management environment was based on single au-
thority systems but now the focus is on the development of 
per activity, authorities and groups with shared responsibili-
ties.  
The general security attacks on the distributed systems are 
eavesdropping (gaining secret information), masquerading 
(making assumptions on the identity of users), and message 
tempering (changing the content of the message), replaying 
the message and denial of services.           
The trustworthiness of distributed systems is important in a 
number of environments. For expressive economy the term 
security is used to represent both its traditional meaning as 
well as those notions carried by the term privacy. 
Before discussing the factors affecting security in distributed 
systems, an overview of distributed system architecture is pre-
sented and used as a framework for subsequent analysis. 
This paper has been divided into 3 secions. Section 2 explains 
various security aspects of distributed systems. Section 3 con-
cludes the new research lines in developing secure distributed 
systems. Section 4 is conclusion and future scope.   

2 SECURITY APPROACHES IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS  

Various kinds of security approaches are used to make a se-
cure distributed system. These are authentication based, trust 
based, access control based, cryptography techniques based 

etc.  

2.1 Authentication Based Secuirty  

A path authentication technique has been proposed in [1]. An on 

demand path discovery algorithm has been proposed to enable 

domains to securely discover paths in the collaboration environ-

ment. 

A transport scheme for tracking the availability of entities in dis-

tributed systems has been proposed in [2].       

Heterogeneous distributed systems are highly applicable in vari-

ous applications, like electronic transaction processing systems, 

stock quote update systems which are requiring a highly efficient 

integration of authentication, integrity and confidentiality. A sys-
tematic security driven scheduling architecture has been designed 

in [3]. This technique has been proposed for DAG (Direct 

Acyclic Graph).The approach dynamically measures the trust of 

each node. 

The authentication of remote client is an important research area 

in the distributed systems. A three factor based authentication 

approach for this purpose in [4]. In this, a two factor authentica-

tion has been extended to three factor authentication; it ensures 

the client privacy efficiently in distributed systems. The three 

factors used to develop this approach are, password, smart card 

and biometrics. 
In [5], various aspects of the security in distributed systems has 

been given including, user authentication using passwords and 

digital certificates and confidentiality in data transmission. 

The role of authentication servers in distributed computing sys-

tems has been discussed in [6].The main design issue are the 

cryptographic algorithms, synchronization and amount of trust. 

A secured password based authentication with a trusted third 

party is developed in [7]. The approach is based on well-known 

authentication protocol, called KerberOS. 

2.2 Trust Based Security Approaches  

A trust based model has been developed in [16] for various appli-

cations, like P2P system. 

Trust models are playing important role in the development of 

security systems in distributed applications. An extended D-S 
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theory based trust model (ExDSTM) is developed in [17]. Other 
D-S theory models are proposed in [18, 19, 20]. 

A dynamic and context sensitive trust based security mechanism 

has been developed in [21]. 

A risk management has been integrated into security by using a 

trust model in [8].This model shows that the risk management 

can be applied to maximize the utilization of the distributed sys-

tem. This model has the utility to evaluate the trust, also. 

2.3 Access Control Based Security  

 
A path authentication technique has been proposed in [1]. An on 

demand path discovery algorithm has been proposed to enable 

domains to securely discover paths in the collaboration environ-

ment. 

A transport scheme for tracking the availability of entities in dis-

tributed systems has been proposed in [2].       

Heterogeneous distributed systems are highly applicable in vari-

ous applications, like electronic transaction processing systems, 

stock quote update systems which are requiring a highly efficient 
integration of authentication, integrity and confidentiality. A sys-

tematic security driven scheduling architecture has been designed 

in [3]. This technique has been proposed for DAG (Direct 

Acyclic Graph).The approach dynamically measures the trust of 

each node. 

The authentication of remote client is an important research area 

in the distributed systems. A three factor based authentication 

approach for this purpose in [4]. In this, a two factor authentica-

tion has been extended to three factor authentication; it ensures 

the client privacy efficiently in distributed systems. The three 

factors used to develop this approach are, password, smart card 
and biometrics. 

In [5], various aspects of the security in distributed systems has 

been given including, user authentication using passwords and 

digital certificates and confidentiality in data transmission. 

The role of authentication servers in distributed computing sys-

tems has been discussed in [6].The main design issue are the 

cryptographic algorithms, synchronization and amount of trust. 

A secured password based authentication with a trusted third 

party is developed in [7]. The approach is based on well-known 

authentication protocol, called KerberOS. 

2.4 Cryptography Based Approaches  

A framework of security in a distributed system mainly consider-

ing a device level system control has been proposed in [22]. Pub-

lic key cryptography, software agents and XML binding tech-

nologies are considered for this approach. 

The development of secure distributed systems uses various ap-

proaches, like Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Role Based 

Access Control (RBAC). In [23], RBAC approach has been used 
to develop authentication based on Public Key Certificates 

(PKC). 

2.5 Policy Based Approaches 

A policy based distributed system security mechanism has been 

developed in [24]. This framework provides modular security 

policies and independent of underlying system .This framework 

is based on domain-specific language for specification, verifica-
tion and implementation of distributed system security policies. 

The actual integration of security policies in distributed systems 
has been discussed in [25]. These security policies are manually 

configured and automatically enforced to the distributed system. 

2.6 Pattern Based Security  

Various types of security patterns for distributed system security 

are received in [26] .Various types of pattern based security 

methodologies are well discussed and their maturity and appro-

priateness are evaluated. 

2.7 Quorum Based Security Systems  

Quorum systems are highly applicable for solving the problem of 

data consistency in distributed fault-tolerant systems in [27], an 

Intrusion – Tolerance Quorum System [ITOS] of hybrid time 

model based on Trust Timely Computing Base (TTCB) has been 

proposed. 

A role based access control model has been developed in [28]. 

The Role Ordering (RO) schedulers are introduced along with 

concurrency control based on significance of roles assigned to the 

transactions. 

2.8 Other Security Based Approaches 

A mobile agent based security model has been proposed in 

[29].This model explains and analyze the strength of security and 

various threats. 

The ability of the system to detect the illegal behaviours and fight 
back in intrusion with counter measures is called self protection. 

A methodology for assessing, implementing and evaluating the 

self-protected system has been proposed in [30]. 

The efficient collaboration in between security and privacy for 

distributed system security has been discussed in [31]. 

The design of distributed security systems can be optimized. Ge-

netic algorithm has been utilized for this purpose in [32]. 

A security heterogeneity approach for scheduling model in the 

distributed system has been developed in [33]. A novel heuristics 

scheduling algorithm has been proposed, which strives to maxi-

mize probability that all tasks are executed without any risk asso-

ciated with attack. 
In [34] XtremWeb architecture has been discussed which consists 

of computing functioning in a large scale distributed systems. 

The architecture of the system and parallel programming para-

digms are discussed very well. 

A proposal for secure transaction in mobile system based on 

delegate object model in [35].It focuses on the challenging issue 

of distributed nature in modern computer systems. 

The RAIN technology is discussed in [36], which is a research 

collaboration between Caltech and NASA-JPL on distributed 

computing and data storage systems for future borne missions. 

Several proof of concept applications are developed: like, highly 
available web server, video server, distributed check pointing 

system. 

Legal Information Flow (LIF) scheduler is proposed in [37] to 

synchronize transactions so as to prevent illegal information 

flows. 
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An approach for secure service discovery by employing and in-
cremental progressive exposure approach has been developed in 

[38]. 

Building secure P2P file sharing system is an important research 

area. A powerful adversary model has been proposed in [39] for 

implementing a threat adaptive secure file sharing system. 

An open authentication model based on CORBA security service 

specification has been proposed in [40]. 

The security of information transmission over networks in dis-

tributed system is considered in [41].  

The secure functions in considering two models of non-

repudiation protocols are discussed in [42], which are specified 
using the Markovian Process Algebra PEPA. 

A model has been designed in [43], which provides support for 

distributed advanced workflow transactions. Such kinds of work 

are called transactions. Such kinds of work are called transac-

tional work flow. 

For the purpose of modelling security protocols in distributed 

systems UML2 have been utilized in [45]. 

3 SECURITY ISSUES AND CHALLENGES  

The secured implementation of distributed systems has been 
generated lot of critical issues. Some of these are as follows: 

1. Identification of methodology which asseses the secu-
rity level in any system 

2. Monitoring of the system security  
3. Development of security metrices  
4. Integration of techniques, like Cryptography etc. for 

secure distributed data communication  
5. Application of middle ware in distributed system se-

curity  
6. Application of web services in security purpoases  

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE  

Authentication, access control, cryptographic techniques, quo-
rum based system, trust based models etc. are many develop-
ments towards the generation of secure and trusted distri-
buted systems. Such type of issues are well briefed in TABLE – 
I.  
In future the authors are keen to devlop the new and competi-
tive approaches for the development of secured distribured 
systems.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE – I 
Summerization of various security aspects in distributed 

systems 
 

S. 

No. 

Category Focus Reference  

1 Authenticat

ion Based 

Approaches 

Path authentication 

technique 

[1] 

Security driven 

scheduling architecture  

[3] 

Remote Client 

authentication   

[4] 

Passwords, digital 

certificates and 

confidentiality  

[5,7] 

Cryptography in 

authentication servers  

[6, 22, 23] 

2 Trust based 

security  

Risk management  [8] 

P2P System [16] 

Extended D-S theory 

based model  

[17, 18, 19, 

20] 

Context sensitive trust 

model  

[21] 

3 Policy 

based 

security  

Modular security policies [24, 25] 

4 Pattern 

based 

security  

Security pattern for 

distributed systems  

[26] 

5 Quorum 

based 

security  

Distributed fault 

tolerance system  

[27] 

6 Other 

techniques  

Mobile agent based 

system 

[29] 

Genetic Algorithm based  [32] 

X-Tron Web Architecture [34] 

RAIN Technology  [36] 

LIF Schedular  [37] 
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